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I ntroducing the newest members to the Cecilware family, the
HWD-3 and HWD-5, the cost-effective, heavy-duty hot water

dispensers for your high volume food preparation needs.
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These cost-~ffective workhorses put hot water
dispensing instantly at your fingertips - easily
and efficiently. Be it the 3 or 5 gallon model,,
its large caRacity tank has the capability of
providing small to large quantities of hot
water instantly, making it an ideal solution
for hundreds of food applicatiop needs
including: t~e preparation of Sjoups, gravies,, ,
sauces, noodr~s, teas, potatoe~ and pastas.~
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However, if limited counter space is a challenge,
then try our compact hot water dispenser. Only
8" wide, the HWD-2 is perfect for your dispensing
needs in those small to fit areas.
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With so many models to choose from, you can
trust Cecilware to meet your specific dispensing
needs.
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Specify electrical requirements. The 120 V unit -line cord included. Plumbin~l: 1/4" water line required.
Export Voltages: 220V/50/1 add suffix "X" to model #. Optional: for 2" legs add suffix "L" to model #.
Models standard in black finish except HWD-2: Stainless Steel.

v Large 2, 3 or 5 gallon water tank. v Fill an 8 oz. cup in 6 seconds.

t/ Instant automatic water refill-provides an
inexhaustible supply of hot water.

V" Tomlinson no-drip faucet.

.,I If"Instant hot water in as little as 8" of counter space. .
Ideal for large scale food preparation.

v V'Energy efficient system keeps water
temperature constant every time.

Easy-to-clean exterior.

v The HWD-sPC and HWD-5PC,
offers convenient portion control
for precise dispensing.

.". Removable drip tray.
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Cecilware Corporation 43-05 20th Ave., LIC NY 11105
Tel: 800.935.2211 718.932.1414 Fax: 718.932.7860

Visit us on the web: www.cecilware.com
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